New coastal office for Jennifer Cunningham
By Louise Clarke
THE BUBBLY was flowing at Playa Flamenca Commercial Centre yesterday
(Thursday) as Jennifer Cunningham opened her sixth office. Adding to the already
well established branches in Javea, Benijofar, La Marina, Los Alcazares and
Lanzarote/Fuerteventura, the Playa Flamenca office will bring a wide array of
insurance, financial and expat services to Orihuela Costa. (read more on page 11)
Jennifer Cunningham is an exclusive agent to both Liberty Seguros, part of the
Liberty Mutual Group; one of the largest financial and insurance groups in the world
and ASSSA, which specialises in private health insurance. Both companies offer an
extremely good back up service and at the Head Office in Javea, the company has its
own Claims Manager for Liberty Seguros who will help with claims as well as any
problems with language; for example organising a grua. Also at the Head Office in
Javea is Mandy, the dedicated ASSSA Claims Administrator. She is there to help you
with anything related to ASSSA and always goes the extra mile for all her ASSSA
clients.
COMPETITIVELY PRICED

Jennifer told RTN: “We offer an old fashioned service that expats are used to and
which, let´s be honest, is a rarity these days. All my staff offers honest sound advice.”
And it is this same advice that gets transferred into the articles which Jennifer
regularly writes for RTN. “Because of our excellent service,” continued Jennifer, “we
refuse to get into a price war with other companies and fortunately a lot of clients
know and understand that. But we are extremely competitively priced anyway, so you
will get a good deal as well as the excellent service.”
SAFEGUARD

Jennifer was asked to come to Orihuela Costa by customers that use her other local
branches and so decided to open the Playa Flamenca office to facilitate those expats.
As well as insurance and financial services, Jennifer can offer where applicable a
legal service for wills, NIE etc and she also has a regulated and authorised financial
advisor that carries indemnity insurance and is able to offer advice on QROPS,
investments, pension audits and domiciliary advice. Jennifer added: “His knowledge
is vast and our advisor can help you safeguard all you finances and will provide his
initial consultation free of charge.” For more information on the new office and all the
services that Jennifer Cunningham provides, please visit
www.jennifercunningham.net. The Playa Flamenca office can be contacted on 965
326 209.

